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NEW QUESTION: 1
Jane, a security administrator, has been tasked with explaining
authentication services to the company's management team. The
company runs an active directory infrastructure. Which of the
following solutions BEST relates to the host authentication
protocol within the company's environment?
A. Least privilege
B. TACACS+
C. Kerberos
D. LDAP
Answer: C
Explanation:
Kerberos was accepted by Microsoft as the chosen authentication
protocol for Windows 2000 and Active Directory domains that
followed.
Incorrect Answers:
B. Least privilege requires that users are allowed only the
minimum required access, permissions, and privileges necessary
to complete their work tasks. Furthermore, it is not an
authentication protocol.
C. TACACS+ is a protocol that uses the authentication,
authorization, and accounting (AAA) architecture. It is used
for remote authentication.
D. LDAP allows clients to access resources within a directory
service.
References:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NT_LAN_Manager
Stewart, James Michael, CompTIA Security+ Review Guide, Sybex,
Indianapolis, 2014, pp. 82, 271, 273

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. A pre-existing Oracle Net Listener
B. Oracle CSSD service
C. A pre-existing Oracle management agent
D. A pre-existing database
E. Oracle Notification services
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/LADBI/oraclerestart.htm#LA
DBI999

NEW QUESTION: 3
Where you can check all the connections for an existing
application and document associated with each connection and
you
can change the data source for an existing connection?

A. SAP Hana
B. SAP Hybris
C. SAP Lumira
D. SAP HCI
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your company uses shared folders. Users are granted access to
the shared folders by using domain local groups. One of the
shared folders contains confidential data.
You need to ensure that unauthorized users are not able to
access the shared folder that contains confidential data.
What should you do?
A. Create a Global Group named Deny DLG. Place the global group
that contains the unauthorized users in to the Deny DLG group.
Configure the Allow Full control permission on the shared
folder that hold the confidential data for the Deny DLG group.
B. Instruct the unauthorized users to log on by using the Guest
account. Configure the Deny Full control permission on the
shared folders that hold the confidential data for the Guest
account.
C. Enable the Do not trust this computer for delegation
property on all the computers of unauthorized users by using
the Dsmod utility.
D. Create a Domain Local Group named Deny DLG. Place the global
group that contains the unauthorized users in to the Deny DLG
group. Configure the Deny Full control permission on the shared
folder that hold the confidential data for the Deny DLG group.
Answer: D
Explanation:
C:\Documents and Settings\usernwz1\Desktop\1.PNG
C:\Documents and Settings\usernwz1\Desktop\1.PNG
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc755692%28v=ws.10%2
9.aspx
Any group, whether it is a security group or a distribution
group, is characterized by a
scope that identifies the extent to which the group is applied
in the domain tree or forest.
The boundary, or reach, of a group scope is also determined by
the domain functional level
setting of the domain in which it resides. There are three
group scopes: universal, global,
and domain local.
The following table describes the differences between the
scopes of each group.
C:\Documents and Settings\usernwz1\Desktop\1.PNG
When to use groups with domain local scope Groups with domain
local scope help you define and manage access to resources

within a single domain. For example, to give five users access
to a particular printer, you can add all five user accounts in
the printer permissions list. If, however, you later want to
give the five users access to a new printer, you must again
specify all five accounts in the permissions list for the new
printer.
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